
QR CODE/MOBILE REDEMPTION
Use any QR scanning equipped device (i.e. Smart phones) to scan the 
QR code to validate and redeem certificates.

GIFTING OPTION
Let customers gift their purchase and directly email the POD certifi-
cate to the recipient’s inbox.

DATAFEED GENERATORS
XML/RSS feeds help keep customers up-to-date on all the latest 
offers instantly and allows the use of feeds to update promotions on 
the company’s web sites.

CUSTOMER LOGIN
Give customers the ability to login to their own
personal account, change their password, view their order history, 
and setup the billing and shipping preferences.

SPECIALIZED SEASONAL PACKAGES
Offer exciting skiing/outdoor fun packages and make  
an extra $30,000 for these 3 month promotions.

i-FRAMING ON ALL CARTS
The option to display promos in an i-frame on the stations website is 
available.

API CAPABILITIES

CUSTOM DENOMINATIONS
Merchants wanting variable pricing? We offer the ability to sell in bulk 
or multi-price promotions creating a more versatile promotion.

SOCIAL INTEGRATION
Facebook, Insta and Twitter? We got ‘em! Provide us with your info 
and your connected through your deal site.

ADMINISTRATIVE PANEL - FULL ACCESS
Make changes when you want. No waiting around for adding 

merchants or promotions. Upload on your schedule, not ours.

ONLINE SALES REPORTING
24/7 access to your sales and merchant’s reports at the click of a 

mouse.

ONLINE CREDIT CARD PROCESSING
We process all credit card transactions for you. No need to visit a 

third party site, we are a one stop shop!

MERCHANT DASHBOARD
Allow Merchants to login and view their information
and promotions.

REGISTER TO WIN
Draw more visitors to the site and increase the registrations for an 
opt-in database. Increase the promotional value for merchants by 
implementing RTW promotions online.

DISCOUNT CODES/PROMOTIONAL CODES
Create discount codes to send to customers to offer 
a special additional discount by typing in a code at check out.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS
View the page’s visitor statistics, email open rates and so much 
more with the analytics tools, or add analytics in the Admin 
section.

REVENUE SHARING
Having trouble getting merchants on board? Entice them by giving 
something back with the powerful revenue sharing options! 

CUSTOM STYLE SHEET
Own your site by using our advanced options for customization. 
Nothing it too big.

CONTACT SALES TODAY! 

866.311.9806 
www.NeoFill.com



ENHANCED SEO
Sites are built with SEO best practices in mind so that your site will 

indexed as quickly as possible and reach a broader audience.

LARGE IMAGES, VIDEO, BROCHURES
Attention grabbing, fully functional uploads to the promotion. Help 
your customers know all about the merchant.

MULTI PRICE GROUPS
Promotions having options with different prices.

PROMO PACKS
Add multiple promotions under the same promotion so that they all 

appear on a single item page.

MANUAL & AUTOMATIC EMAILS
An automatic email can be sent for each promotion that goes on sale. 
There is also the ability in the admin to manually send out an email at 

any time.

SALES REPS
A sales representative can be added in the admin. Once they are 

added they can be assigned to any promotion that is theirs.

DOWLOAD & UPLOAD EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS
In the admin there is the ability to download any subscribers that 
have signed up on your site. Also, if you have gathered subscribers 
yourself you can upload them in the admin, so they can receive 

future emails.

SMS NEWSLETTERS
A customer has the ability to signup and receive a text message 
when the latest deal is going on sale. 

SPANISH TRANSLATOR

PROMOTIONAL INSERTS
Grab your customers attention by adding a reason to come back to 
the merchant by including an insert that could include coupons or 
another deal they might not have seen otherwise. 

MOBILE RESPONSIVE
On the go? Just grab your phone and navigate with ease through our 
secure website making purchases even easier.

MAIN HEADER BANNER
Advertise your site at the top of page and at the top of your emails.

CAROUSEL BANNER
Advertise your high ticket items and other programs of interest. 

CUSTOMIZED NAVIGATION BAR
Add or remove items that you want to show on your site.

CATEGORIES
Put your promotions in categories that are popular and will be of 
interest to your customers.

SEARCH BAR
Make it easy for your customers to find the perfect promotion.

FEATURED PROMOTIONS - ROTATION
Promote all your new deals in this section and catch the customers 

eye right away. 

WEB VOUCHER
Able to be instantly used by a customer. Provide codes from the 

merchant or we can supply them to you.

SHARED DELIVERY
The customer can choose whether they would like the voucher 
mailed to them or print on demand.

CONTACT SALES TODAY! 
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